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What I Aim to Cover TodayWhat I Aim to Cover Today

• The challenging science of the BP MacondoThe challenging science of the BP Macondo 
spill

• What we know and don’t know
• Challenge of marshaling our nation’s 

intellectual capital in an emergency situationp g y
• Funding concerns
• Some personal thoughts and So e pe so a t oug ts a d

recommendations
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Louisiana and the GusherLouisiana and the Gusher
• Louisiana has 40% of nation’s coastal 

wetlands (“America’s Wetlands”)wetlands ( America s Wetlands )
• Louisiana has the highest seafood landings of 

any state other than Alaskaany state other than Alaska
• Louisiana has suffered the greatest 

environmental impacts from spill of any stateenvironmental impacts from spill of any state
• Louisiana’s economy has suffered badly due 

to the spillto the spill
• Louisiana’s oil & gas production and 

petrochemical industry are vital for all of U.S.p y
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Deepwater Challenges
• New, different, complex operations, equipment & 

systems (limited learning from experience)
• Difficult seafloor environment for equipment

– Remote operation, monitoring & difficult maintenance 
V diffi lt i t ti if l k t fl– Very difficult intervention if leak at seafloor

• Increasing number of operations and production 
rates ensures growing importancerates ensures growing importance
– Importance to national and regional economies

• Higher risk drilling operations (narrow margins)• Higher risk drilling operations (narrow margins)
• Many more people on site
• Very high production rate (& pollution) potential• Very high production rate (& pollution) potential 

9/13/2010
Slide Courtesy of Prof. John Rogers Smith, LSU Craft & 

Hawkins Department of Petroleum Engineering



Some LSU Events and Spill Milestones
• April 20, 2010 – Explosion on Deepwater Horizon
• April 22 – Deepwater Horizon sinks – 11 workers lost
• April 30 – LSU starts comprehensive spill response efforts
• May 10 – Briefing of Lisa Jackson (EPA) at LSU on 

dispersantsdispersants
• June 3 – LSU hosts Consortium of Ocean Leadership (96 

Univ., Inst., and Agencies) “Science Summit”
• June 15 – BP makes initial grants for GRI
• July 15 – Cap installed on the gusher
• Oct 20 – NOAA Administrator Jane Lubchenco visits LSUOct 20 NOAA Administrator Jane Lubchenco visits LSU
• April 25, 1011 – BP announces GRI year 2 research RFP
• May 3 – BOEMRE Director Michael Bromwich visits LSU
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Spill Rate Estimates
Kept Growing!

April 20 1 050 barrels per da (bpd)• April 20 -1,050 barrels per day (bpd)
• May 4 – 5,050 bpd

M 27 15 550 b d• May 27 – 15,550 bpd
• June 3 – 19,050 bpd
• June 20 – up to 100,000 bpd
• August 2 - U.S. Government estimated up to 

4 9 illi b l ill d t t l~4.9 million barrels spilled total
• Fines between $1,100 and $4,300 per barrel
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May-June 2010May June, 2010
• Rapidly evolving situation

Th j f d l l t h• Three major federal goals: stop gusher; 
remove/disperse oil in Gulf; assess natural resource 
damageg

• Academic community was frustrated by lack of 
research funding and clear federal coordination
A “f f h” i t d th l it f d• A “fog of research” existed – the complexity of a deep 
spill made it difficult to assess the problem; access to 
well site was appropriately restrictedpp p y

• Communication about science was poor
• Solutions were not coming easily or quickly
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A Tale of Two Spills
Exxon Valdez Deepwater HorizonExxon Valdez

• ~260,000 barrels
• Medium crude, negligible NG

Deepwater Horizon
•~4,900,000 barrels
•Very light crude, high NG contentg g

• Two days
• Very rapid spill of oil as ship 

breached

y g g
•12 weeks
•Slower spill rate, natural dispersion 
from wellhead/riserbreached

• Surface
• Dispersed at surface

Cool surface temperatures

from wellhead/riser 
•5,000 ft. (~150 ATM, 5oC)
•~2/3rd’s dispersed below surface
Warm surface/cool deep temps• Cool surface temperatures 

• Near shore 
• Rocky coastline 

•Warm surface/cool deep temps
•Far offshore
•Marshes and sandy beaches

• Fresh oil, rocky beach impacts
• Beach cleaners and steam 
• No burning

•Weathered oil, marsh impacts
•Offshore dispersants
•Extensive burningg

• Slow bacterial decomposition
g

•Rapid bacterial decomposition



Some Concerns
• Extremely complex science problem
• Effects of using dispersants at depth and in• Effects of using dispersants at depth and in 

huge quantities
• Possible hypoxia (low oxygen) from microbialPossible hypoxia (low oxygen) from microbial 

degradation of oil – underwater plumes of oil
• Timing of spill – spawning, productivity, etc.Timing of spill spawning, productivity, etc.
• Loss of wetland habitats and fisheries
• Long-term alterations of coastal food websLong term alterations of coastal food webs
• Loss of wildlife (birds especially)
• Human public health issues• Human public health issues
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Dispersants Added at SurfaceDispersants Added at Surface
4 hrs4 hrs 1010’’s hrss hrs 100100’’s hrss hrs

∞∞

Dispersants Added at DepthDispersants Added at Depth



Mechanisms to Cause
Environmental  Impactsp
from Oil Spills:

•Toxicity•Toxicity
•Smothering
•Oxygen depletion•Oxygen depletion
•Carbon enrichment



Many types of Macondo
Oil: Fresh to weathered

Offshore OilOffshore Oil
near surfacenear surface Oil: Fresh to weatherednear surfacenear surface

• >200 million gal of oil over 84 days
• Release at 5000 ft. depth
• Large sub surface dispersal (>50%)• Large sub surface dispersal (>50%)
• Long transit to surface
• 1.8 million gal of dispersant
• Natural seeps: 20-40 million gal/yr

Offshore OilOffshore Oil

Natural seeps: 20 40 million gal/yr

Deep water & sedimentsDeep water & sediments

On Shore &On Shore &On Shore &On Shore &
near Shore Oilnear Shore Oil
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Louisiana Region, mostly marshy shoreline

July 12, 2010

Sept 20, 2010

Oct 23, 2010



Mostly Sandy Beach Coastline

July 21, 2010July 21, 2010

Sept 19, 2010

Oct 25, 2010



Marshy Shoreline Impact: Weathered Oil



Bay Jimmy: October 2010Bay Jimmy: October, 2010



Bay Jimmy, March 31, 2011



The spill was huge (206 million gallons of oil), but
the Gulf is gigantic (660 quadrillion gallons of water)the Gulf is gigantic (660 quadrillion gallons of water)
A ratio of approximately 3.2 billion to one.



What We KnowWhat We Know

• Acute effects were much less than many folks y
anticipated, including me

• Chronic effects are much more difficult to 
determine
– Causes and effects are difficult to ascertain
– The more time that passes and the greater the 

distance from the spill site, the more difficult it is to 
determine a causedetermine a cause

• Sublethal effects are important considerations
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Where Did All the Oil Go?

National Incident Command (NIC) issued an oil budget on 4 Aug
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National Incident Command (NIC) issued an oil budget on 4 Aug. 
2010; NIC later revised it on 24 Nov. 2010 – “peer-reviewed.”



Oil Pollution Act of 1990Oil Pollution Act of 1990
• Unified Incident Command

C t G d i h– Coast Guard in charge
– Focus is on containing spill and removing oil

• Trustees and Responsible Party• Trustees and Responsible Party
• Natural Resource Damage Assessment 

(NRDA) process(NRDA) process
– NOAA leads the effort, with Fish & Wildlife Service
– Litigious and adversarial situation – which sideLitigious and adversarial situation which side 

you work for is important
• Very little federal funding for independent 

scientific research
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Oil Pollution Act of 1990Oil Pollution Act of 1990
• Natural Resource Damage Assessment: determines 

the cost of restoring rehabilitating replacing orthe cost of restoring, rehabilitating, replacing or 
acquiring the equivalent of the damaged natural 
resources; the diminution in value of those natural 

di t ti l th blresources pending restoration; plus the reasonable 
cost of assessing those damages.

• Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund: payment of removal p y p y
costs; payment of costs incurred by trustees in 
assessing natural resource damages; developing and 
implementing plans for restoration rehabilitationimplementing plans for restoration, rehabilitation, 
replacement or acquisition of the equivalent of 
damaged resources.
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Feds vs. Universities
• Command-and-

control capacity
• “Herding cats”

managementy
• 15 executive 

departments

g
• 282 doctorate-

granting institutions
• Operational 

capabilities & duties
• Enormous source of 

intellectual capital
• Must use NRDA 

process
• Prefer unrestricted 

research grants
• Data collected must 

stand up in court
• Data collected at 

state-of-the-art
• Have NRDA funding • Need research funds
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Status of BP Gulf Research InitiativeStatus of BP Gulf Research Initiative
• $500 million pledged on May 24, 2010 to 

peer-reviewed no-strings-attached scientificpeer-reviewed, no-strings-attached scientific 
research over ten years

• So far $40 million in handSo far $40 million in hand
– $5 million to LSU
– $10 million to Northern Gulf Institute
– $10 million to Florida Institute of Oceanography
– $ 5 million to Alabama universities
– $10 million to NIEHS

• April 25, 2011, BP announced year 2 RFP
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Any Good News?Any Good News?
• Huge press interest in the environment and 

energy
• “Teachable Moment” – EnvironMentors (NCSE)
• Awareness of “Peak Oil” issues is increasing• Awareness of Peak Oil issues is increasing
• Relief well drilling for bottom kill occurred faster 

than anticipatedthan anticipated
• Gulf states are beginning to cooperate in 

unprecedented ways; also true of Louisiana y
universities

• Energy is again a topic of national discussion
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20 Minutes of Fame20 Minutes of Fame

•• LSU SC&E researchers have beenLSU SC&E researchers have beenLSU SC&E researchers have been LSU SC&E researchers have been 
quoted hundreds of times in major quoted hundreds of times in major 
media outletsmedia outletsmedia outletsmedia outlets

•• Emeritus professor Ed Overton is the Emeritus professor Ed Overton is the 
most sought after and has appeared onmost sought after and has appeared onmost sought after and has appeared on most sought after and has appeared on 
Late Night with David Letterman on Late Night with David Letterman on 
May 24May 24ththMay 24May 24thth
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Thoughts and Recommendations
• Need do a better job of consulting with and 

including academic science community in 
complex situations like Macondo spill

• Need non-NRDA Federal funding for 
h t bli h N ti l Oil S ill T tresearch – establish National Oil Spill Trust 

Fund?
Sh ld i l i li itl i• Should involve science more explicitly in:
– Reauthorized Oil Pollution Act

DHS/FEMA– DHS/FEMA
– USDI/BOEMRE

• Larger active roles in crises for Office ofLarger active roles in crises for Office of 
Science and Technology Policy and NAS?
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Oil Pollution Research and 
Development Program

• Establishes an Interagency CoordinatingEstablishes an Interagency Coordinating 
Committee on Oil Pollution Research to 
coordinate a comprehensive program of oil 
pollution research, technology development 
and demonstration among the federal 

i i ti d di tiagencies, in cooperation and coordination 
with industry, universities, research 
institutions state governments and otherinstitutions, state governments and other 
nations.
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